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Order-disorder phenomena in MgAlrO4 spinel
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Arsrntcr

The distribution of Al between octahedral and tetrahedral sites in MgAlrOo spinel has
been determined on quenched samples by high-resolution ,7Al NMR spectroscopy. The
degree ofinversion, x (atomic fraction ofAl in tetrahedral positions), increases from 0.21 +
0.02 at 700'C to 0.39 + 0.04 at 900'C. The cation distribution has been reversed at 715,
800, and 850t. Samples quenched from above 900.C all have x values of about 0.38,
probably because ofreordering to the 900'C distribution during cooling.

The large degree of inversion implies a residual entropy of Mg-AI disorder of about 3
caVmol'K which needs to be added to the calorimetrically measured entropy of spinel. In
contrast, an analysis ofreversed phase-equilibrium data constrains the residual entropy to
be close to L0 caVmol'K. The discrepancy must arise either from a large nonconfigurational
entropy of Mg-Al exchange or from short-range Mg-Al order. The measured temperature
dependence of Mg-Al disorder is inconsistent with the nonconfigurational entropy hy-
pothesis, which implies that short-range order is responsible for the low entropy ofMgAlrOo
at high temperature. Calorimetrically measured enthalpies of reordering confirm the en-
tropy estimates based on phase-equilibrium measurements.

The effect of disorder on the unit-cell edge is extremely small. A sample with x :0.21
has a cell edge of 8.0834(5) A, whereas the same material disordered to x : 0.39 yields a
cell edge of 8.0855(6) A.

INrnonucrroN 
and temperature of equilibration. Of the geologically im-
portant spinels, chromite, Fe(Crr)Oo, and ulvospinel,

Spinels are mineralogical constituents of most igneous Fe(FeTi)Oo, are essentially normal whereas the high-pres-
and metamorphic rocks and, because of their wide P-I sure forms of olivine, Si(Mgr)Oo and Si(Fer)O4, are com-
stability fields and compositional complexities, provide pletely inverse. Magnetite, ['sr+(fsz+psr+)Oo, is almost
important monitors of petrogenetic processes (Sack, 1982). completely inverse at low temperatures, but recent ther-
These properties have led to the calibration of numerous mopower measurements have demonstrated increasing
equilibria involving spinel components as geologic ther- Fe2+-Fe3+ disorder over tetrahedral and octahedral sites
mometers and barometers (e.g., Buddington and Lindsley, with increasing temperature (Wu and Mason, l98l). This
1964; Sack, 1980; Gasparik and Newton, 1984). Despite disorder is such that Fe2* and Fe3+ are completely ran-
the utility of such equilibria, however, difficulties arise in domly distributed over the two types of sites at 1450.C.
understanding and extrapolating spinel properties because The mineral that gives its name to the goup, Mg(Al)Oo
of the variable and largely unquantified extents of cation spinel, is known from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR;
disorder on octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the spinel Brun and Hafner, 1962), esn (electron spin resonance;
structure. Schmocker and Waldner, 1976), and calorimetric mea-

Inthespinelstructure,metalcationsoccupyone-eighth surements (Nawotsky and Kleppa, 1967) to exhibit at
ofthe available tetrahedral sites and one-halfofthe avail- least partial inverse character.
able octahedral sites so that the overall cation to anion Nawotsky and Kleppa (1967) heated a natural spinel
ratio is 3:4. The general formulae of "normal" 2-3 and of close to MgAlrOo composition at temperatures between
2-4 spinels are A'?+(Bl+)Oo and A'?+(A'z+B4+)O4, respec- 735 and 1300.C for 24 h, quenched the samples, and
tively, where the species occupying the octahedral sites determined heats of solution in PbrBrOs melt at 695t.
are denoted by the parentheses. The "inverse" cation con- They found that the enthalpy of solution is constant for
figurations are B3+(A2+B3*)O, and B4*(A3*)O4. The nature samples annealed at735T, or 695'C, but about 0.9 kcaV
ofcationdistribution,"normal,""inverse,o'ordisordered mol lower for material annealed at 1060'C. Annealing
between these extremes depends on spinel composition above 1060'C produced no further effect.
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Nawotsky and Kleppa interpreted the observed en-
thalpy effect as being due to disordering of a completely
normal MgAlrO4 spinel to an equilibrium distribution of
Al and Mg at 800-900'C with approximately 0.1 tetra-
hedral Al atoms per formula unit. In terms of a simple
nonconvergent disorder model, these data may be used
to estimate the temperature dependence of tetrahedral
occupancy by Al and the enthalpy ofthe disordering re-
action by considering the equilibrium

M&", * A1"",: Mg*, * A1 
",. 

(l)

Navrotsky and Kleppa assumed that 0.1 atoms of Al on
tetrahedral sites give an enthalpy effect of 0.9 kcal/mol of
MgAlrO4 so that the standard-state enthalpy of equilib-
rium was estimated to be -9.0 kcal/mol. Using the non-
convergent disorder model, assuming random Al-Mg
mixing on each sublattice and zero standard-state entropy
of reaction, gives (Nawotsky and Kleppa, 1967)

by Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967) and Schmocker and
Waldner (1976). Making the assumption that the stan-

dard-state heat capacity (AC$) of Reaction 3 is constant

between 1000 and 1873 K, Wood and Holloway (1984)

concluded that the phase-equilibrium results require an

exchange enthalpy (Af4tJ of 20 kcaVmol rather than the

9 kcal/mol proposed by Navrotsky and Kleppa. If correct,

this conclusion would require a dramatically smaller de-
gree of Mg-Al disorder in spinel than that found by

Schmocker and Waldner. Wood and Holloway's results
yield, for example, values of disorder parameter x of 0.01

at 800'C, 0.045 at 1200'C, and 0.09 at 1600"C.

It is clear that there are considerable discrepancies be-

tween published extents ofspinel disorder based on spec-

troscopic, calorimetric, and phase-equilibrium data. The

advent of high-resolution Nvrn spectroscopy using magic-

angle sample-spinning (rrless) techniques has enabled the

direct investigation of the coordination numbers of Al in

crystalline and amorphous states via the Nun-active nu-

cleus 2'Al. The purpose of this study has been to make
precise determinations of the distribution of Al between
octahedral and tetrahedral spinel sites using MAss NMR

spectroscopy. This involved heating spinels with known

extents of disorder under controlled temperature condi-

tions at 1-atm pressure. After heat treatment, the samples
were quenched to room temperature and their 2tAl spectra
obtained.

ExpnnrnrnNTAt, PRoCEDURE

Analytical grade AlrO, and MgO (from MgCOr) were heated
overnight at 1300'C, cooled, and stored in a desiccator. They
were then weighed in the stoichiometric proportions necessary
to produce MgAlrO4 and ground together under acetone. Spinels
were synthesized by pressing the oxide mixes into pellets and
sintering at 1300 and 1425t in a l-atm furnace. After reacting
for 48 h, the samples were cooled in air and reground, pressed,
and run for an additional 7 d. No unreacted oxide was detectable
by X-ray diffractometer after 48 h at 1425C or after 9 d at
1300'C. Further syntheses were performed hydrothermally at
700{ and I kbar in standard cold-seal vessels. The Iatter also
yielded no detectable phase other than spinel. Cell edges ofprod-
uct spinels (Table l) were determined by X-ray diffractometer
measurements of the 5 I I and 440 peaks using CuKa' radiation
(I : 1.5405 A; and a metallic Si internal standard.

One-atmosphere quenching experiments were performed in a
vertical tube furnace. In each experiment, about 0.2 g ofsingle-
phase spinel was sealed in a Pt capsule and suspended on a thin
Pt wire next to a Pt-Rh thermocouple. Experiments were per-
formed at temperatures of 7 l0-1600'C for periods varying from
2 to 400 h. At the end of each experiment the thin wire was
melted by passing a current through it, atd the samples were
quenched by dropping into water. Total quenching time to a
temperature less than 100"C was about 2 s.

SpecrnoscoPrc METHODS

The partitioning of2?Al between the tetrahedral and octahedral
spinel sites was determined via 2?Al MAss NMR spectroscopy at a
frequency of 130 MHz using the techniques described by Mead-
ows et al. (1982), Kirkpatrick et al. (1985a), and Kinsey et al.
(1985). The spectrometer used is homebuilt and is based on an

AH&. {1-\
)(2 - x)l

-9000
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,n* - :  
n (2)
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where x is the atomic fraction of Al on the tetrahedral
sites. Thus, x is predicted to be about 0. l4 at 800{, 0.25
at 1200'C, and 0.32 at 1600'C.

Schmocker and Waldner (1976) determined the ssn
spectra of natural and synthetic spinels containing small
amounts of Cr3* substituting for Al3* in octahedral posi-
tions. They used the Cr3+ spectra to determine the pro-
portion ofnearest-neighbor octahedral qites occupied by
A13* and the fraction containing Mg2*. From stoichiom-
etry, they were then able to calculate the degree of inver-
sion, x. Heat treatment of two natural spinels produced
an apparently increasing degree ofinversion between 750
and 900'C. Untreated specimens had x of about 0.05, but
this rapidly increased to approximately 0.3 with heat
treatment at 900"C (Fig. 2). Experiments at above 900'C
yielded no further disorder. Qualitatively, the rapid in-
crease in inversion with temperatures above 750"C and
the high-temperature "plateau" agree with the observa-
tions of Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967). In detail, however,
the extents ofdisorder differ appreciably. Navrotsky and
Kleppa's results imply a value of x of about 0. l8 at 900'C,
whereas Schmocker and Waldner (1976) obtained values
close to 0.3. In addition, the ssn data suggest that the
extent of disorder depends on composition, the two nat-
ural samples giving somewhat different results.

Wood and Holloway (1984) attempted to derive the
thermodynamic properties of synthetic MgAlrOo spinel
from a combination of solution calorimetric data and
phase-equilibrium results for the reaction

2MgrSirO. + MgAlrO4: MgrAlrSirO,, * MgrSiOo. .-.
enstatite spinel pyrope forsterite 

(J)

They found that the experimentally determined P-Zslope
of Reaction 3 is inconsistent with the relatively small
exchange enthalpy and large extents ofdisorder proposed

( r - x ) (2 - x ) l '



Table 1. MgAlrO4 unit-cell edges

T ' C Cell Ed

Synthesis 700 O 21 8.0834(5)
Synthesis 1300 O 37 8 0842(5)
3A 1050 0 3e 8.0855(6)

Value rn ( ) refers to one standard deviation

11.7-T superconducting magnet and a Nicolet 1280 computer
automation system. The ruass sample probe uses Andrew-Beams-
type sample-spinning rotor assemblies (Andrew, l97l). Chemical
shifts are reported relative to 27Al in I M AlCl, solution at room
temperature. More positive chemical shifts correspond to de-
creased shielding.

Because 27Al has a quadrupole moment, care was taken to
collect the spectra'under identical run conditions. Meadows et
al. (l 982) and Kirkpatrick et al. (l 985a) have discussed the effects
of second-order quadrupole interactions on MASS NMR spectra.
For'?TAl (spin 1: 5/2), greatest signal intensity is obtained with
a pulse width of Y: of that which is required to produce a 90.
angular flip of the spin system of rTAl in solution (Fenzke et a1.,
1984). The pulse width is the length of time that the sample is
irradiated with radio-frequency radiation to excite the nuclear
spin system. The spectra reported here were all collected under
vess conditions at a pulse width of '/: the solution 90" pulse width
(3 ps). Varying the pulse width from 0.5 to 4 ps under otherwise
identical run conditions does not affect the relative peak areas,
and we conclude that the peak areas, including the area of the
spinning sidebands associated with that peak, yield the true rel-
ative abundances of Al(4) and A1(6) in each sample.

Figure I presents 27,{1 spectra of spinel synthesized at 700"C
and of the same material heat treated at 900"C. The spectrum of
the sample synthesized at 700qC and I kbar contains a large peak
at +11 ppm due to octahedral Al and a smaller peak at +72
ppm due to tetrahedral Al, together with pronounced spinning
sidebands. Spectral assignments are based on comparison ofthe
chemical shifts with those of phases in which Al is known to be
tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated by oxygen (Kirkpat-
rick et al., 1985b). The positions of the peaks for both the oc-
tahedral Al and tetrahedral Al are in the range expected for oxides

Table 2. Experimental results

l00 l

Synthes ized a t  7OOoC,
Then Heat  Trea ted

at 9000c

Fig. L High-resolution ll.7-T MAss NMR spectra of spinel
synthesized at 700'C (lower) and of the same sample heat treated
for 8 d at 900qC (upper). Note marked increase in intensity of
major tetrahedral peak at 900"C. Al(4) denotes tetrahedral Al,
4'l(6) denotes octahedral Al, and SB denotes spinning sidebands.

and aluminates. The spectrum ofthe 700'C spinel heated at 900'C
for 185 h and then quenched contains a larger peak from tetra-
hedral AI and shows clearly a greater extent of inversion and
tetrahedral Al occupancy (Fig. l). The chemical shifts ofneither
the octahedral nor the tetrahedral Al change with heat treatment
more than the + I ppm precision ofthe measurement. Estimation
of octahedral-tetrahedral distribution was performed by deter-
mining the areas under tetrahedral and octahedral peaks. Areas
ofspinning sidebands were added into the areas ofmain peaks
and integrated by cutting out the peaks and weighing them on a
4-place balance. Repeated measurement of the same spectrum
indicates that the integration method results in an uncertainty in
the ,4,1(4)/Al(6) ratio of +4ol0. Duplicate spectra were obtained
on one sample, and the spectnrm of another was collected three
times. Determination of 4'l(4)/.41(6) on these five spectra indi-
cates that cation distributions are actually reproducible to better
than + 100/0. The temperature dependence ofthe ,{l(4)/.{1(6) ratio,
discussed next, is clearly detectable using the Nrun method.

Tnlvrpnnl.tuRE DEpENDENCE oF INIvERSToN

The measured fractions of tetrahedral sites occupied by
Al are given in Table 2, and the temperature dependence
of inversion illustrated in Figure 2. From these data it
may be seen that the degree ofinversion increases from
about 0.2 at 700t to 0.4 at 900'C and that all experiments
between 900 and 1425C yield the same amount of in-
version. The form ofthe curve and the nature ofthe high-
temperature "plateau" agree well with those observed by
Schmocker and Waldner (1976), as do the extents of dis-
order at high temperatures. Unlike the earlier data on
natural spinels, however, our results refer to direct mea-
surements of octahedral and tetrahedral Al. Gobbi et al.
(1984) found extents of Mg-Al disorder in synthetic
MgAlrO4 similar to those those reported here, but they
were unable to disorder natural spinels even at temper-
atures above 900qC. This could imply that the x values
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Run S v tet

( f ina l )
T'C Time (hr) Xi i '

( ini t ial)

Synthesis 700
Synhhesis 1300
Synthesis 1425
7

4A
4B
l 1
9A
9B
8A
8B
6A
3A
3B
I

7lo
7LO
715
715
800
800
800
850
850
900
1050
1050
1200

2
l5
370
370

2ro
2to
70
70
185
400
400
2ro

0 2 r
0 3 7
0 3 9
0 2 8
o26
o24
0 2 6
o.32
o.32
0 3 0
0 3 5
0 3 5
0 3 9
0 3 9
0 3 6
o37

2r5
220

0 3 9
0.39
o2 l
0 3 9
o37
o2r
o37
o 2 l
0 3 6
o21
o 2 l
o37
0 3 9
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measured in synthetic spinels do not refer to equilibrium
states oforder, a suggestion that we have tested by reversal
experiments. The 4l(4)/4l(6) ratio has been reversed at
715, 800, and 850.C by running previously synthesized
spinel of known x, quenching, and then redetermining x.
As can be seen from Table 2, spinels with high (0.37) and
low (0.21) initial values ofx produced final site occupan-
cies that are virtually identical. It appears, therefore, that
the results at these three temperatures refer to equilibrium
states of Al-Mg disorder in synthetic MgAlrOo.

Quenching after different times at 710 and 800'C in-
dicates that complete re-equilibration takes place in less
than 3 h at the latter temperature and that considerable
reordering occurs in 2 h at 7l0C (Table 2). In view of
the rapid rates of reaffangement at these low tempera-
tures, it appears likely that the high-temperature "pla-
teau" does not refer to equilibrium ordering states. It is
more likely that the plateau is a quenching phenomenon
and that the equilibrium inversion cannot be quenched
from temperatures above about 900'C. Inferences bearing
on the thermodynamic properties of spinel can only,
therefore, be drawn from site occupancies corresponding
to temperatures below 900"C.

Voluvrn-orsoRDER RELATToNS

Unit-cell edges of three spinels with known extents of
disorder have been measured by the X-ray method dis-
cussed earlier. The volume efect of Al-Mg disorder ap-
pears to be extremely small. Spinels synthesized at 700'C
(hydrothermally) and at 1300'C (dry) gave results (Table
l) that are indistinguishable from one another. Since small
nonstoichiometries can affect cell edge, a better test ofthe
efect is provided by a disordering experiment (run num-
ber 3A) performed on the spinel previously synthesized
at 700"C. An increase in disorder parameter from 0.21 to
0.39 produces a small increase in cell edge from 8.0834
to 8.0855 A. ttris corresponds to a volume increase of
only +0.03 cm3 and is opposite in sign to that predicted
from the spinel model of O'Neill and Navrotsky (1983).
The latter requires a decrease in volume of 0.06 cm3, as
the extent of disorder increases from 0.21 to 0.39. The
data obtained in this study (and the O'Neill-Nawotsky
model) require that the pressure effect on Mg-Al disorder
is minute. Using the Navrotsky-Kleppa model, we may
take, for example, the cation distribution at 700'C and
calculate the enthalpy change due to disorder caused by
raising temperature or pressure

H+i - H+:: AI{*(x,, - x,,)

HIi, - HI;,: (P - r)(V", - V,,).

This approximate treatment indicates that an increase in
pressure of 400 kbar is equivalent, in terms of disordering
enthalpy, to a decrease in temperature of about l"C. The
volume effect may clearly be ignored when performing
phase-equilibrium calculations involving spinel disorder.

Prr.lsr EeUTLIBRTA AND DISoRDERTNG ENTRoPY

The data of Figure 2 indicate that MgAlrOo spinel is
about 23o/o disordered at 700t and 40o/o disordered at
900'C. This disordering should add substantial configu-
rational entropy to spinel and hence have considerable
impact on its thermodynamic properties. Given the cation
populations on each of the two sublattices, the configu-
rational entropy may be calculated by assuming random
mixing on tetrahedral sites and random mixing on octa-
hedral sites. This yields an "ideal" configurational entropy
given by

S-"r: -R{x ln x + (1 - x)ln(l - x)
+ xln(x/2) + (2 - x)lnF - (x/z)lj. ()

In Equation 4, x is the disorder parameter that is equal
to the atomic fraction ofAl on tetrahedral sites. The 700'C
data imply an S"ons of about 2.5 callmol'K and the in-
creased disorder at 900"C increases S"oop to 3.3 caU
mol.K.

The configurational entropy term only needs to be added
explicitly to calorimetric data if it is not detected in heat-
capacity measurements. The definitions of enthalpy and
entropy changes induced by a temperature increment dl"
are, of course, dH : CpdT and dS : (Cr/T)dT. Heat
capacities (C") are measured by dropping samples from a
known temperature into a calorimeter at some other known
temperature (usually 25"C). If the sample has the equilib-
rium state of order at the fixed temperature and if it then
rearranges to the equilibrium state of order at the tem-
perature of the calorimeter, the differential heat, C 

", 
and

entropy effects are all accounted for. If, on the other hand,
the sample quenches to some metastable state of order,
there are residual enthalpy, Cr, and entropy effects that
have not been measured.

The data of Figure 2 imply that dropping of any sample
from temperatures less than about 850"C into a calorim-
eter at 25'C will produce a spinel with an ordering state
corresponding to the initial rather than final temperature.
Clearly, therefore, there are residual enthalpy and entropy
terms that need to be added to spinel properties measured
in the temperature range 273-850C. Heat-content mea-
surements made above 8 50-900'C will, on the other hand,
produce quenching to a state oforder appropriate to 850-
900"C, so that the enthalpy difference H, - Hrrrt (T in
kelvins) and hence the heat capacity C. will be correct at
temperatures above 900'C. Therefore, the tabulated heat
capacities ofspinel should be correct at temperatures above
850-900'C and too small at lower temperatures. In terms
of entropy, the high-temperature entropies of MgAlrOo
need a term added to them to take account ofany residual
disorderthat has not been measured calorimetrically. This
corresponds to the configurational entropy S".* appro-
priate for the quenched Mg-Al disorder in the temperature
range 850-900"C.

Precise phase-equilibrium measurements on fluid-ab-
sent reactions may be used to test this model of residual
entropy. Reaction 3 (2 enstatite * spinel : pyrope * for-



All measurements
a t  T > 9 0 0 0 c

Y t e l" A l

Fig. 2. Measured degree of inversion of MgAlrOo spinel as a
function of temperature. Note that all experiments at Z > 900.C
give the same amount of tetrahedral Al (0.39 approx., Table l).
Open and closed triangles refer, respectively, to equilibrium ap-
proached from high Xfi and low Xfj. Data of Schmocker and
Waldner are ESR measurements of Cr3*-bearing natural spinels
(see text).

sterite) has been studied in the pressure and temperature
ranges of 18-30 kbar and 900-1600"C (Fig. 3). The ca-
lorimetric data of Table 3 indicate that,atl atmand 1000
K" Reaction 3 has standard entropy and heat-capacity
changes of +1.83 caVK and -5.25 caUK, respectively,
neglecting any residual terms in spinel. Extrapolation of
the data to higher temperatures is hindered by the lack of
heat-capacity data for pyrope and enstatite. There are sev-
eral reasonable approximations that may be made, how-
ever. First, it is necessary to add an entropy term for
quenched spinel disorder, which, from the previous dis-
cussion, is estimated to be on the order of 2.3-3.3 cal/K.
Second, the heat capacities ofenstatite and pyrope in the
range 1000-1873 K must be estimated or the heat capacity
of reaction assumed fixed at the 1000 K value. Enstatite
and pyrope heat capacities at high temperatures were es-
timated using the Debye model with data from Kieffer
(1980) and calorimetric Debye temperatures of 620 and
1080 K, respectively. The latter were obtained by fitting
the measured heat capacities at 1000 K. Any errors in this
approximation tend to cancel, because there are 20 atoms
on each side of Reaction 3 for which estimates were em-
ployed. A combination of estimated heat capacities and
the measured values for spinel and forsterite yield a heat-
capacity change ofReaction 3 of

ACp: -14.3 + 0.0092(1000 < 7"  < lg73 K).

Adding the configurational and measured calorimetric
terms yields, for this equilibrium:

AS,: 1.33 * S*". - l4.3ln(?"/1000)
+ 0.009(r - 1000).

The slope of the reaction on a P-I diagram may now be
calculated from the measured volumes of the reactants
and products, taking account of the solubility of Mg-

1003

800 1000 1 2 0 0  1 4 0 0

T ' C

1 600

Fig. 3. Experimentaldataonthereaction enstatite * spinel :
pyrope + forsterite. O O Perkins et al. (1981). v a Danckwerth
and Newton (1978) (900-1 100'C) and Gasparik and Newton
(1984) (1600"C). Open symbols, Pyr + Fo stable; solid symbols,
Enst + Sp stable. Curve labeled "ideal entropy ofdisorder" as-
sumes a residual entropy of 2.6 cal/K. Solid curve is calculated
for a residual entropy of I callK.

AlrSiOu in the pyroxene in the manner described by Wood
and Holloway (1984).

Figure 3 illustrates a comparison between the calculated
P-T cttwe for Reaction 3 and the experimental data of
Danckwerth and Newton (1978), Perkins et al. (1981),
and Gasparik and Newton (1984). It may readily be seen
that the ideal random configurational entropy ofspinel of
2.6 caUK drastically overestimates the P-7 slope of the
reaction. A much better fit is obtained if a quenched en-
tropy contribution ofonly about I callK is used (Fig. 3).
The slope of the reaction is extremely sensitive to the
assumed residual entropy contribution and is, therefore,
a very sensitive monitor of the macroscopic properties of
spinel. This can be seen even more clearly on Figure 4,
which is a plot of standard-state free-energy change AG!
for Reaction 3 as a function of temperature at I atm. The
phase-equilibrium data place extremely strong constraints
on the temperature dependence of AG! and hence on the
entropy of spinel disorder.

The high-temp€rature heat-capacity approximation that
we have made also affects the best-fit value of confisu-

Table 3. Thermodynamic data at 1000 K and I atm

Mineral H* (cal) S (callK) Cp (cal/K)
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enstatite -16840

spinel  -5380+180**

pyrope -20300

forsterite -15140

93 5r 60.28
63 21 42 6l

185  83  116  01
66  23  41  9 l

* enthalpy of formation from oxides
** Char lu et  a l  (1975)

Data from compilation of Wood and Holloway (1984)

O  v  P y r +  F o  s t a b l e
a  A Enst  +Sp s tab le

ldea l  Ent ropy

Pyrope +  Fors te r i te

Ensta t i te  +  SDine l



l d€a l  Ent r

Entropy of disorder
1 cal lK at 1OOO K

1004

1  1 0 0 1 300 t 700 I 900

T K

Fig. 4. Same experimental data as Fig. 4 recalculated to
AG! * for Reaction 3. Arrows indicate direction of "true"
AG? M at the temperature of interest. Error bar gives approximate
uncertainty in AG values derived from high-pressure experi-
ments. About I callK of residual disorder is required by the
experimental data.

rational entropy. If the Debye approximation is discarded
and the heat capacity ofreaction assumed constant at the
1000 K value of - 5.25 caVK, the best-fit residual entropy
term would diminish to about 0.3 callK. Under either set
of assumptions, therefore, the residual entropy is much
smaller than would be predicted on the basis of random
mixing using Equation 4. Therefore, the entropy of Mg-
Al mixing must be much less than the ideal value for a
given value of the disorder parameter, x. There are two
possible mechanisms by which the disordering entropy
may be lowered: short-range ordering or nonconfigura-
tional entropy contributions to the free energy of the Mg-
Al exchange reaction.

Nouron.tr. ENTRoPY EFFEcrs

Consider the Mg-Al exchange (Reaction l) involving
octahedral and tetrahedral spinel sites. With a given extent
ofdisorder, x, the free energy ofthe spinel will be changed
through the enthalpy (AfI$), configurational entropy (S-,),
and nonconfigurational entropy (AS&") terms as follows:

(G"o):, - (G"o)":o: xAf{," - Z(xAS!," + ,S"."r). (5)

The nonconfigurational entropy term is a contribution
derived from the standard-state properties of completely
normal and completely inverse spinel. It reflects changing
vibrational properties of the mineral with degree of in-
version. This term is usually regarded as being subordi-
nate in magnitude to the configurational term and was
assumed to be zero by Navrotsky and Kleppa (1967). In
order to reduce the unmeasured, residual entropy ofspinel
from about 3 caUK to I callK at x of 0.35, a value of
AS!," of approximately -6 cal/K would be required. Al-
though this seems extremely large for a cation-exchange
reaction, it cannot be entirely ruled out, since site-popu-
lation data on FerOo suggest a negative exchange entropy
in that phase. Wu and Mason (198 l) determined the tem-
perature dependence of the disordering equilibrium in
magnetite using thermopower measurements. Their re-
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sults may be interpreted either as indicating a composi-
tion-dependent exchange enthalpy or a moderate (-3'2

callK) negative entropy of cation exchange (O'Neill and
Navrotsky, 1983). The possibility of a negative entropy
of Al-Mg exchange in spinel can be tested by considering
the temperature-dependence of the disorder parameter, x.

If the order-disorder data are fitted to a simple, non-
convergent disorder model (Eq. 2) and adding a noncon-
figurational entropy term ofthe type discussed above, we
obtain

x2 (6)- x)(2 - x)

Substituting values ofx appropriate to 700'C (0.23) and

900'C (0.4) yields a result for AS!,. of + 10.5 callK, which

is completely inconsistentwith that derived from the phase-

equilibrium experiments (-6 callK). This means either

that the nonconfigurational entropy explanation is wrong

or that the enthalpy of Al-Mg exchange has a complex

composition dependence (O'Neill and Navrotsky' 1983)'

The most likely explanation is that the entropy of disorder

is actually reduced by short-range Mg-Al order rather than

by a large nonconfigurational entropy ofexchange.
There are a number of possible ways in which short-

range ordering could reduce the entropy of a nominally

disordered spinel. The tetrahedral Al atoms may, for ex-

ample, tend to cluster in discrete, but randomly distrib-

uted regions of the structure. Alternatively, a tendency

toward preserr.ing local charge balance may necessitate

short-range ordering whereby tetrahedral Mg is accom-
panied by octahedral Al and vice versa. Although we can-

not distinguish between these and other possibilities, it is

of interest to examine the "local charge-balance" model

to determine the extent of order required to reduce the

residual entropy term to about I callK. If, for illustrative
purposes, we assume a quenched x of about 0.25 (corre-

sponding to 730'C, Fig.2), then the ideal configurational
entropy for this spinel (with no charge-balance con-

straints) from Equation 4 would be 2.62 cal/mol'K. Pres-

ervation of local charge balance on a small number of

formula units could require that any two formula units

chosen at random in the structure have the stoichiometric
formula MgrAloO, or any four formula units MgAl'O'u

and so on. This is in contrast to an ideal disordered spinel

in which any two formula units chosen at random can

have formulae MgAlrOr, AluOr, MgrAlrOr, and so on'

Entropies in the locally charge-balanced cases can be cal-

culated in the conventional way from the Boltzmann for-

mula,

S."'r: -k*':h

where N, nn and n"refer, respectively, to number of sites
and numbers of atoms of types A and B involved in mix-
ing. Consider, for example, Jr of 0.25 and local charge
balance on the two-formula-unit basis. There are three
possible configurations of charge-balanced MgrAloO': (Mg,
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Mg),",(Alo)"",Or, (Mg, Al)..,(Mg, Al3)o.,O8, and (AI2)t"r
(MgAl)*O, with probabilities of occurrence (at rc :0.25)

of 0.5625, 0.375, and 0.0625, respectively. Applying the
Boltzmann formula for I mol of spinel gives

- R

&-' : -j[0.5625 ln I + 0.375(ln 2 + lt 4)
z

+ 0.0625 ln 6l
:0.89 callmol'K.

The gas constant R is divided by two to take account of
the two-formula-unit basis for ordering. Extension to three-
and four-formula-unit ordering yields I . l9 and 1.37 caUK
for the configurational entropy, respectively. The impli-
cation is that in order to explain the phase-equilibrium
data, spinel must exhibit extensive short-range order,
equivalent to local charge balance on a two- to three-
formula-unit basis. This result is supported by recent
calorimetric data on the MgAlroo-Al8rrOo spinel join (Na-
wotsky et al., 1986). A combination ofenthalpy and phase-
equilibrium data on this join requires that the partial molar
entropy of mixing of the defect Als/3oo spinel component
be very close to zero al all mole fractions and much less
than required by "ideal" disordered models. Extensive
short-range Al-Mg or Al-defect ordering is the most likely
explanation (Navrotsky et al., 1986).

Additional information on the enthalpy and entropy of
spinel disorder may be obtained from the calorimetric
data of Osborne and Navrotsky (198a). These authors
determined the heat absorbed when MgAlrOo samples
previously quenched from high temperature were dropped
into a calorimeter at 700"C. By comparing their results
with those for annealed spinel samples, they found that
the enthalpy ofreordering at 700'C is 260 + 147 cal/mol.
It may be seen from Table I that a quenched sample with
initial Xff of 0.374.39 will reorder to some extent in the
calorimeter at 700'C. In the I h or so over which most
calorimetric measurements are made, a reduction in Xff
of 0.07-0.1 might be expected. Because the total entropy
of disorder is about 1.0 caVK at XK of 0.25 to 0.33, the
increase in entropy of Mg-Al disorder from x of 0.23 at
700'C to x of 0.4 at 900t is approximately 0.5 callK.
Thus we have

C F " _ d S o , " _ 0 . 5 _ ? i y l o r
T dT 200

Co;" : 2.5 callmol'K.

Therefore, the heat efect on rearranging from the quenched
configuration to one that corresponds to x of about 0.3
corresponds to the integrated heat effect on reordering
through about 100'C (Fig. 2). Thus the calculated heat
effect is approximately 250 caVmol, in excellent agree-
ment with Osborne and Navrotsky's results.

CoNcr.usroNs

MASS NMR spectroscopy is a precise method for deter-
mining the distribution of 27Al between octahedral and

tetrahedral sites in MgAlrOo spinel. The spectra of samples
quenched from high temperature indicate that the frac-
tional occupancy oftetrahedral sites by Al increases from
0.23 at 700'C to 0.39 at 900'C. Experiments at higher
temperatures ( I 050-1 600'C) produce degrees ofinversion
that are indistinguishable from those at 900"C. In view of
the ease of reordering at low temperatures, it is likely that
the latter results reflect an inability to quench configura-
tions more disordered than the 900"C one.

The way in which measurements of heat capacity and
entropy are made result in there being residual disorder
that is unaccounted for calorimetrically at temperatures
below 850-900'C. Assuming that, for a given degree of
inversion, Mg and Al are readily mixed on tetrahedral
and on octahedral sites, the residual entropy is approxi-
mately 3 callK. The random model has been tested using
phase-equilibrium measurements on Reaction 3, 2 ensta-
tite * spinel : pyrope * forsterite. The calorimetrically
measured entropy and heat-capacity changes of this re-

action are very small, so that its calculated P-? slope is

extremely sensitive to the residual disorder term. The
phase-equilibrium experiments are not consistent with a

residual disorder term as large as 3 caUK, however. They
constrain it to be close to I caUK. Based on measured
unit-cell edge as a function ofinversion, pressure should
not have a significant efect on the amount oftetrahedral
Al at any given temPerature.

The discrepancy between "phase equilibrium" and
"spectroscopic" measurements of residual entropy re-
quires either that there is a large nonconfigurational en-
tropy of Mg-AI exchange or that there is substantial short-
range Mg-Al order in partially inverse spinel. The sign of
the required nonconfigurational entropy of exchange is,
however, opposite to that obtained from the temperature
dependence ofthe inversion parameter so that short-range
order is the most likely explanation. This conclusion is

supported by enthalpy and phase-equilibrium measure-
ments on the MgAlrOo-Al8/3O4 spinel join (Navrotsky et
a l . , 1986 ) .

Recent calorimetric measurements of the enthalpy of
Mg-Al reordering at 700"C confirm our deduction of a
relatively small entropy of Mg-Al disorder. Osborne and
Navrotsky (1984) obtained a heat effect of 260 + l4'l caU
mol which, on the basis of the experiments performed

here, corresponds to a lowering ofx from 0.38 to about
0.30. The small effect is in good agreement with our value
of 1.0 callK of residual entropy, which would yield an
enthalpy of reordering of about 250 cal/mol. From the
point of view of phase-equilibrium calculations, it appears
that the calorimetrically measured enthalpy and entropy
of spinel may be used at high temperature provided that
the 1.0 callK ofresidual disorder is added.
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